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Abstract—A great deal of efforts have been made on the
performance evaluation of distributed antenna systems (DASs).
Most of them assume a regular base-station (BS) antenna layout
where the number of BS antennas is usually small. With the
growing interest in cellular systems with large antenna arrays
at BSs, it becomes increasingly important to study how the BS
antenna layout affects the rate performance when a vast number
of BS antennas are employed.
This paper presents a comparative study of the asymptotic rate
performance of downlink multi-user systems with multiple BS an-
tennas either co-located or uniformly distributed within a circular
cell. Two representative linear precoding schemes, maximum
ratio transmission (MRT) and zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF),
are considered, with which the effect of BS antenna layout on
the rate performance is characterized. The analysis shows that as
the number of BS antennas L and the number of users K grow
infinitely while L=K!, the asymptotic average user rates with
the co-located antenna (CA) layout for both MRT and ZFBF are
logarithmic functions of the ratio . With the distributed antenna
(DA) layout, in contrast, the scaling behavior of the average user
rate closely depends on the precoding schemes. With ZFBF, for
instance, the average user rate grows unboundedly as L;K!1
and L=K!>1, which indicates that substantial rate gains over
the CA layout can be achieved when the number of BS antennas
L is large. The gain, nevertheless, becomes marginal when MRT
is adopted.
Index Terms—Asymptotic rate analysis, downlink multi-user
system, distributed antenna system (DAS), linear precoding,
maximum ratio transmission (MRT), zero-forcing beamforming
(ZFBF).
I. INTRODUCTION
The distributed antenna system (DAS) has become a promis-
ing candidate for future mobile communication systems thanks
to its open architecture and flexible resource management [1],
[2]. In DASs, many remote antenna ports are geographically
distributed over a large area and connected to a central
processor by fiber or coaxial cable. Although the idea of DAS
was originally proposed to cover the dead spots in indoor
wireless communication systems [3], research activities on
cellular DASs have been intensified in the past few years
owing to the fast growing demand for high data-rate services
[4]–[7].
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For cellular systems, the use of distributed base-station
(BS) antennas enables efficient utilization of spatial resources,
which, on the other hand, also significantly complicates the
channel modeling and system analysis. In contrast to the clas-
sical point-to-point multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
channel, paths between the distributed BS antennas and each
single user are subject to different levels of large-scale fading,
which are sensitive to the positions of BS antennas and
users. To obtain the average ergodic capacity of a single-
user DAS (i.e., the ergodic capacity is further averaged over
the large-scale fading coefficients), a symmetric distributed
MIMO channel was assumed in [8], [9] where the user has
equal access distance to each distributed BS antenna but the
shadowing coefficients independently follow the log-normal
distribution. The effect of path loss was further incorporated
into the channel model in [10]–[17]. Most of them assume a
regular BS antenna layout which, as pointed out in [10], [14],
may be difficult to implement in practice due to complicated
geographic conditions especially when the number of BS
antennas is large. A random antenna layout, in contrast, de-
scribes a more general scenario. With BS antennas uniformly
distributed over a circular area, the distribution of access
distance was characterized in [18], and shown to be crucially
determined by the total number of BS antennas.
In the multi-user scenario, the capacity region of downlink
multi-user MIMO in Gaussian channels has been characterized
in [19], which showed that the optimal precoding scheme is
a pre-interference-cancelation strategy known as dirty-paper
coding (DPC) [20]. Despite the information-theoretical opti-
mality, it is difficult to implement DPC in practice. A number
of linear precoding schemes were, therefore, proposed to trade
off between rate performance and system complexity (see
[21] and the references therein). Among them, maximum ratio
transmission (MRT) [22] and zero-forcing beamforming (ZF-
BF) [23] are two representative non-orthogonal and orthogonal
precoding schemes, respectively.
For downlink multi-user DASs, the linear precoding
schemes developed for the traditional multi-user MIMO sys-
tems can be applied in a straightforward manner. Compared
to the single-user case, however, much fewer studies focused
on the performance evaluation of downlink multi-user DASs
[24]–[29]. The difficulty originates from the fact that with dis-
tributed antennas, the rate performance is crucially determined
by the positions of BS antennas and users. When the number
of BS antennas is large, the numerical calculation of the
downlink user rate may require prohibitively high complexity.
For computational tractability, various simplified transmission
schemes have been proposed [24], [25], and a regular BS
2antenna layout with a small number of BS antennas is usually
assumed [24]–[29].
Recently, there has been a growing interest in cellular
systems with large antenna arrays at BSs [30]. With hundreds
of antennas employed at the BS side, even the performance e-
valuation of the traditional multi-user MIMO systems becomes
challenging. In this scenario, the asymptotic analysis proves to
be a useful tool: the limiting behavior of large-scale systems
normally becomes deterministic and leads to simple explicit
expressions which provide good approximations for the finite
case and shed important light on the practical system design.
The asymptotic analysis has been widely adopted in tradi-
tional MIMO systems [31], [32] by applying asymptotic results
from random matrix theory [33], [34]. For multi-user DASs,
the asymptotic uplink sum capacity with L BS antenna clusters
and K users was derived in [35], [36] as an implicit function
of LK large-scale fading coefficients by assuming that the
number of antennas in each BS antenna cluster and the number
of user antennas go to infinity while their ratio is fixed. The
computational complexity, however, sharply increases with L
and K, which makes it difficult to analyze the effect of BS
antenna layout on the sum capacity when a large number of
users and BS antennas are distributed in the area. To compare
the uplink sum capacity of DASs to that of cellular systems
with co-located BS antennas for large L and K, asymptotic
bounds were further developed in [18]. The analysis showed
that substantial capacity gains achieved by the DAS mainly
come from 1) the reduction of the minimum access distance
of each user, and 2) the enhanced channel fluctuation.
In the downlink, the rate analysis of multiuser DASs further
depends on the precoding schemes. With a large amount of
users and BS antennas, how the BS antenna layout affects
the rate performance under various precoding schemes has
remained largely unexplored. In this paper, an asymptotic
rate analysis is presented for a downlink multi-user system
where K single-antenna users are uniformly distributed and
L BS antennas are either co-located or uniformly distributed
within a circular cell. For demonstration, two representative
non-orthogonal and orthogonal linear precoding schemes, M-
RT [22] and ZFBF [23], are considered. As L;K!1 and
L=K!,1 the asymptotic average user rates with the co-
located antenna (CA) layout are derived and shown to be
good approximations for the finite case. With the distributed
antenna (DA) layout, bounds are developed to study the scaling
behavior of the rate performance.
Specifically, we assume that the total transmission power
is fixed and equally allocated over K users. The analysis
shows that with MRT, the achievable ergodic rate of each
user in the CA layout is solely determined by the ratio of
the number of BS antennas L to the number of users K. With
the DA layout, in contrast, the intra-cell interference varies
with the BS antenna topology, and the ergodic rate of each
user becomes dependent on the positions of BS antennas and
1It should be distinguished from previous asymptotic analysis [35], [36]
where the number of antennas in each BS antenna cluster and the number
of user antennas grow infinitely, while the number of BS antenna clusters L
and the number of users K are finite, and usually small for computational
tractability.
users. To characterize the scaling behavior of the average user
rate with the DA layout, an asymptotic upper-bound is further
obtained as L;K ! 1 and L=K ! . Both the asymptotic
average user rate in the CA layout and the asymptotic upper-
bound of the average user rate in the DA layout are found
to be logarithmically increasing with , but in the orders of
log2  and

2 log2 , respectively, where  > 2 denotes the
path-loss factor.
For each user in the DA layout, both the desired signal
power and the intra-cell interference are significantly enhanced
owing to the reduction of the minimum access distance to BS
antennas. If an orthogonal precoding scheme is adopted such
that the intra-cell interference is eliminated by joint precoding
among users, more prominent rate gains can be expected in
the DA case. The analysis corroborates that with ZFBF, the
average user rate in the DA layout grows with the number
of BS antennas L in the order of log2

(L K + 1)2 =K

,
which becomes infinite as L;K!1 and L=K! > 1. It is in
sharp contrast to the CA layout where the asymptotic average
user rate is a logarithmic function of . Substantial rate gains
over the CA layout can be achieved when the number of BS
antennas L is large.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model. The asymptotic rate analysis
with MRT and ZFBF is presented in Section III and Section IV,
respectively. Concluding remarks are summarized in Section
V.
Throughout this paper, the superscript y and T denote
conjugate transpose and transpose, respectively. E[] denotes
the expectation operator. kxk denotes the Euclidean norm
of vector x. IK denotes a K  K identity matrix. 11L
denotes a 1  L vector with all entries one. det(X) denotes
the determinant of matrix X. x  CN (u; 2) denotes a
complex Gaussian random variable with mean u and variance
2. X  WK(L;) denotes a KK Wishart matrix X with
L degrees of freedom and covariance matrix . jX j denotes
the cardinality of set X .
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Consider the downlink transmission of a multi-user system
with a set of users, denoted by K, and a set of base-station (BS)
antennas, denoted by B, with jKj = K and jBj = L. Suppose
that K users are uniformly distributed within a circular cell,
and each user is equipped with a single antenna. Without loss
of generality, the radius of the circular cell is normalized to
be 1.
Let us focus on the downlink performance of the kth user.
The received signal of user k can be written as
yk = gkxk| {z }
desired signal
+
X
j2K;j 6=k
gkxj| {z }
intra-cell interference
+zk; (1)
where xk2CL1 is the signal transmitted from the BS to
user k. zk  CN (0; N0) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at user k. gk2C1L is the channel gain vector from
the BS to user k, which can be written as
gk = k  hk; (2)
3where hk2C1L denotes the small-scale fading vector with
entries modeled as independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d) complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
unit variance. k2R1L is the large-scale fading vector from
the BS to user k.  represents the Hadamard product.
Moreover, we assume that full channel state information
(CSI) is perfectly known at both the transmitter side and the
receiver side. With linear precoding, the transmitted signal for
user j can be written as
xj = wj  sj ; (3)
for any j 2 K, where sj  CN (0; Pj) is the information-
bearing signal and wj is the precoding vector with kwjk = 1.
The total transmission power of the BS is assumed to be fixed
at Pt, and Pt is equally allocated to each user with
Pj =
Pt
K
; (4)
j 2 K.
The second term on the right-hand side of (1), i.e., uintrak =P
j2K;j 6=k gkxj , denotes the intra-cell interference received
at user k. Note that with a sufficiently large number of
independent interfering sources, the interference can be usually
approximated as a complex Gaussian random variable. In this
paper, we consider a large-scale system where the number
of BS antennas L  1 and the number of users K  1.
uintrak can be then modeled as a complex Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance Iintrak , where I
intra
k can
be obtained from (3) as
Iintrak =
X
j2K;j 6=k
E
h
gkwjw
y
jg
y
k
i
Pj : (5)
In this paper, we normalize the total system bandwidth
into unity and focus on the spectral efficiency. The achievable
ergodic rate of user k 2 K can be written as
Rk = EH
"
log2
 
1 +
Pkkkk2~gkwkwyk~gyk
N0 + Iintrak
!#
; (6)
where the expectation is taken over the small-scale fading
matrix H = [hT1 ;h
T
2 ;    ;hTk ]
T . Moreover,
~gk = k  hk (7)
denotes the normalized channel gain vector from the BS to
user k, and k is the normalized large-scale fading vector
with entries
k;l =
k;l
kkk ; (8)
l 2 B. Obviously, we havePl2B 2k;l = 1 for any user k 2 K.
Let
k =
Pkkkk2
N0 + Iintrak
(9)
denote the average received signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) of user k. By substituting (9) into (6), the
achievable ergodic rate Rk can be further written as
Rk = EH
h
log2

1 + k~gkwkw
y
k~g
y
k
i
: (10)
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Fig. 1. Two BS antenna layouts are considered in this paper. (a) With the CA
layout, all the BS antennas are co-located at the center of the cell. (b) With
the DA layout, the BS antennas are uniformly distributed within the cell. ”x”
represents a user and ”Y” represents a BS antenna.
It is clear from (7) and (10) that the ergodic rate of user
k closely depends on the normalized large-scale fading vector
k, which varies with the BS antenna topology and user k’s
position. In this paper, we consider two BS antenna layouts as
shown in Fig. 1: (a) the co-located antenna (CA) layout where
all the BS antennas are placed at the center of the circular
cell, and (b) the distributed antenna (DA) layout where the
BS antennas are uniformly distributed within the cell.2 Without
loss of generality, we ignore the shadowing effect and model
the large-scale fading coefficient as
k;l = krBl   rUk k 

2 ; (11)
where  is the path-loss factor. rBl is the position of the lth BS
antenna and rUk is the position of user k. With the CA layout,
all the BS antennas are co-located at the center of the circular
cell, i.e., rBl = (0; 0) for any l 2 B. As a result, for any user
k 2 K, the large-scale fading coefficients to L BS antennas
are identical, i.e., k;1 = ::: = k;L. The normalized large-
scale fading vector is then given by k = 1pL11L, according
to (8). Different from the CA case, with the DA layout, the
normalized large-scale fading vector k has unequal entries
as user k has different access distances to L BS antennas.
Because k is determined by the positions of user k and L
BS antennas, we further define the average achievable ergodic
rate of users (which is referred to as ”average user rate” in the
following) as
R , EfrUk gk2K;frBl gl2B [Rk] ; (12)
where the achievable ergodic rate of user k, Rk, is averaged
over all possible positions of BS antennas and users. Note that
with the CA layout, rBl is fixed at (0; 0) for any BS antenna
l 2 B. The average user rate is thus reduced to
RC , EfrUk gk2K

RCk

: (13)
2Note that a regular BS antenna layout is usually assumed in most of
previous studies [12], [13], [16], [17], [24]–[29]. As we point out in Section
I, such a regular BS antenna layout may be difficult to implement in practice
when the number of BS antennas is large. Therefore, in this paper, we
consider a random BS antenna layout which better describes the geographical
randomness.
4In addition to the BS antenna topology, we can see from
(10) that the rate performance also crucially depends on the
precoding vector wk. In the following sections, we will focus
on two representative non-orthogonal and orthogonal linear
precoding schemes: maximum ratio transmission (MRT) [22]
and zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) [23]. We are particular-
ly interested in the comparison of the rate performance with
the CA and DA layouts under different precoding schemes
when the number of BS antennas L and the number of users
K are both large.
III. RATE ANALYSIS WITH MRT
MRT is a representative non-orthogonal linear precoding
scheme, with which the precoding vector is given by [22]
wj =
gj
y
kgjk ; (14)
for any user j 2 K. It can be easily obtained by combining
(5) and (14) that
Iintrak =
X
j2K;j 6=k
X
l2B
aj;l  2k;l  Pj ; (15)
where
aj;l = Ehj
 jgj;lj2
kgjk2

; (16)
with
P
l2B aj;l = 1 for any j 2 K. By substituting (14) into
(10), the achievable ergodic rate of user k with MRT, RMk ,
can be further obtained as
RMk = Ehk

log2
 
1 + Mk k~gkk2

; (17)
where the average received SINR Mk is given by
Mk =
kkk2
KN0
Pt
+
P
j2K;j 6=k
P
l2B aj;l  2k;l
Pt=N01 1P
j2K;j 6=k
P
l2B aj;l  2k;l
; (18)
by combining (4), (8-9) and (15).
A. Achievable Ergodic Rate RMk
1) CA: With the CA layout, L BS antennas are co-located
at the center of the cell. It is shown in Section II that
the normalized large-scale fading vector k = 1pL11L.
Therefore, according to (7), the normalized channel gain is
given by k~gkk2= 1Lkhkk2, and the average received SINR
MCk can be obtained as
MCk =
L
K   1 ; (19)
according to (18), which is independent of user k’s position
as all the users suffer from severe intra-cell interference. The
achievable ergodic rate of user k with MRT in the CA layout
can be then obtained from (17) as
RMCk =
Z 1
0
xL 1e x
(L  1)! log2

1 +
1
K   1x

dx; (20)
by noting that the probability density function (pdf) of khkk2
is fkhkk2(x) =
xL 1e x
(L 1)! [37]. It can be clearly seen from
(20) that RMCk is independent of user k’s position, indicating
that all the users have the same achievable ergodic rate with
the CA layout. Note that a caveat here is that (19) and (20)
are obtained based on the assumption that Pt=N0 is large,
with which the intra-cell interference is dominant and the
noise power can be ignored, as (18) shows. If Pt=N0 is not
sufficiently large, the rate performance would deteriorate as
the user moves towards the cell edge.
2) DA: With the DA layout, L BS antennas are uniformly
distributed within the cell. In contrast to the CA layout, the
average received SINR varies under each realization of the BS
antenna topology. Appendix A shows that the average received
SINR with the DA layout MDk can be obtained as (21), which
is shown at the bottom of this page.3
Moreover, the normalized channel gain k~gkk2 is a hypoex-
ponential random variable with the probability density function
(pdf) [37]
fk~gkk2(x)=
X
l2B
 2k;l exp
n
  2k;l x
o Y
i2B;i6=l
 2k;i
 2k;i  2k;l
: (22)
By substituting (22) into (17), the achievable ergodic rate of
user k with MRT in the DA layout can be obtained as
RMDk =
X
l2B
exp
(
 2k;l
MDk
)
E1
(
 2k;l
MDk
) Y
i2B;i6=l
 2k;i
 2k;i  2k;l
log2 e;
(23)
where E1 fxg =
R1
x
t 1e tdt.
We can see from (19-20) that with the CA layout, both the
average received SINR MCk and the achievable ergodic rate
RMCk are solely determined by the number of BS antennas L
and the number of users K, which are independent of user
k’s position. With the DA layout, in contrast, (21) and (23)
suggest that the rate performance may significantly vary with
users’ positions. Fig. 2 illustrates the achievable ergodic rate
RMk of each user with MRT in both the CA layout and the
DA layout. Different from the CA case where all the users
have the same rate, with the DA layout, the average received
SINR of each user is sensitive to its position, thus leading to
varying rate performance. We can also observe from Fig. 2
3Note that in (21-23), the normalized large-scale fading coefficients are
supposed to be nonidentical. With uniformly distributed BS antennas, k;l,
which is determined by the positions of user k and BS antenna l, is a
continuous random variable. The probability that k;l1 = k;l2 for l1 6= l2
is therefore zero.
MDk =
1P
j2K;j 6=k
P
l2B 
2
k;l
P
m2B;m6=l
 2j;l 
 2
j;m(log 
 2
j;l  log  2j;m 1)+ 4j;m
( 2j;l   2j;m)
2
Q
t2B;t 6=m;t 6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t  2j;m
:
(21)
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Fig. 2. Achievable ergodic rate with MRT of each user in the CA layout
RMCk and achievable ergodic rate with MRT of each user in the DA layout
RMDk . The x-axis k denotes the index of a user.  = 4. L = 100. K = 50.
that despite the fluctuation, a higher rate can be achieved in
the DA layout on average. In the next section, we will focus on
the average user rate performance and present an asymptotic
analysis as the number of BS antennas L and the number of
users K grow infinitely while L=K ! .
B. Asymptotic Average User Rate ~RM
1) CA: By combining (13) and (20), the average user rate
with the CA layout can be easily obtained as
RMC =
Z 1
0
xL 1e x
(L  1)! log2

1 +
1
K   1x

dx: (24)
As L;K!1 and L=K!, Appendix B shows that the
asymptotic average user rate is given by
~RMC = lim
L;K!1;
L=K!
RMC = log2 (1 + ) : (25)
2) DA: As it is difficult to derive the asymptotic average
user rate from (23), we resort to an upper-bound to study the
scaling behavior of the average user rate with the DA layout
RMD in the following.
Specifically, with a large number of BS antennas L, for
each user k 2 K, there is a high chance that it is very close to
some BS antenna lk such that the large-scale fading coefficient
k;lk  k;l if l 6= lk. In this case, we have k;lk  k;l and
ak;lk  ak;l for l 6= lk according to (8) and (16), respectively.
The achievable ergodic rate of user k with MRT in the DA
layout can be then approximately written as
RMDk  exp

1
MDk

E1

1
MDk

log2 e; (26)
according to (23), and the average received SINR MDk can
be approximated from (18) as
MDk
aj;l
j
aj;l;l 6=lj
 1P
j2K;j 6=k 
2
k;lj
=
kkk2P
j2K;j 6=k 
2
k;lj
k;l
k
k;l;l 6=lk
2k;lkP
j2K;j 6=k;lj=lk 
2
k;lj
+
P
j2K;j 6=k;lj 6=lk 
2
k;lj
=
1
mk +
P
j2K;j 6=k;lj 6=lk
2
k;l
j
2
k;l
k
; (27)
where mk = jKkj, with Kk denoting the set of users whose
closest BS antenna is the same as user k’s, i.e., j 2 Kk if and
only if lj = l

k for j 6= k and j 2 K. With a large number of
BS antennas L, the access distance from each user j 2 K to its
closest BS antenna lj is very small such that the large-scale
fading coefficient k;lj  k;j . The average received SINR
MDk given in (27) can be then written as
MDk 
1
mk +
P
j2K;j 6=k;lj 6=lk
2k;j
2
k;l
k
; (28)
which is upper-bounded by
MDk  MD ubk =
8<:
1
mk
if mk 6= 0;
d
j(1)
k
d
l(1)
k

otherwise;
(29)
where d
l(1)
k and d
j(1)
k denote the minimum access distances
from user k to L BS antennas and the other K   1 users,
respectively. By combining (26) and (29), an upper-bound of
the average user rate RMD can be obtained as
RMD RMD ub
=EfrUk gk2K;frBl gl2B
n
exp

1
MD ubk

E1

1
MD ubk

log2 e
o
:
(30)
As L;K ! 1 and L=K ! , Appendix C shows that the
asymptotic upper-bound is given by
~RMD ub= lim
L;K!1;
L=K!
RMD ub=
 1X
n=1
exp fngE1 fng
 ne 
1

n!
+
Z 1
0
exp

y   1


E1

y 
	 2y
(+y2)2
dy

log2 e: (31)
Fig. 3 presents the asymptotic average user rate with the CA
layout, ~RMC , and the asymptotic upper-bound of the average
user rate with the DA layout, ~RMD ub. As we can observe
from Fig. 3, although both ~RMC and ~RMD ub logarithmically
increase with , a much higher rate is achieved in the DA
case when  is large. In particular, a large  indicates that the
number of BS antennas L is much higher than the number
of users K. In this case, for any user k, the number of
interfering users whose closest antenna is the same as user k’s
is approximately zero, i.e., mk  0. Moreover, the minimum
access distances d
l(1)
k and d
j(1)
k decrease in the orders of 1=
p
L
and 1=
p
K   1, respectively, as the number of BS antennas
L and the number of users K increase. As a result, we can
see from (29) that the upper-bound of the average received
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Fig. 3. Asymptotic average user rate with MRT in the CA layout ~RMC and
asymptotic upper-bound of the average user rate with MRT in the DA layout
~RMD ub versus the ratio  of the number of BS antennas L to the number
of users K.  = 4.
SINR MD ubk scales in the order of 

2 when L;K!1
and L=K!. We can then conclude from (30-31) that the
asymptotic upper-bound ~RMD ub increases with  in the
order of 2 log2 , which is higher than ~R
MC according to
(25), as the path-loss factor  > 2. The gap between ~RMD ub
and ~RMC is further enlarged as  increases.
C. Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are presented to verify the
above average user rate analysis with MRT. As described in
Section II, K users are supposed to be uniformly distributed
in a circular cell with radius 1. With the CA layout, all L BS
antennas are co-located at the center of the cell, and simulation
results are obtained by averaging over 500 realizations of
users’ positions. With the DA layout, L BS antennas are
uniformly distributed within the cell, and the simulation results
are further averaged over 50 realizations of BS antennas’
positions.
Fig. 4 presents the simulation results of the average user
rate with MRT in both the CA layout and the DA layout
under different values of the number of BS antennas L and the
number of users K with the ratio of L to K fixed. With the
CA layout, as L;K!1 and L=K!, the asymptotic average
user rate ~RMC has been derived in (25) as a function of ,
and is plotted in Fig. 4. As we can see from this figure, with
a large number of BS antennas L and a large number of users
K, the asymptotic rate ~RMC serves as a good approximation
for the average user rate RMC .
With the DA layout, an asymptotic upper-bound of the
average user rate ~RMD ub is derived in (31). We can clearly
observe from Fig. 4 that similar to the asymptotic upper-bound
~RMD ub, as the number of BS antennas L and the number
of users K grow with a fixed ratio, the average user rate
with the DA layout RMD approaches a constant that is solely
determined by the ratio of L to K. It is always higher than
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Fig. 4. Average user rate with MRT RM versus the number of BS antennas
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the average user rate with the CA layout RMC , and the gap
is enlarged as the ratio of L to K increases.
IV. RATE ANALYSIS WITH ZFBF
With MRT, the intra-cell interference is a severe limiting
factor for the rate performance no matter which BS antenna
layout is adopted. In this section, we focus on an orthogonal
linear precoding scheme, ZFBF [23], with which the precoding
vector wk of each user is selected such that ~gjwk = 0 for
j 6= k; j 2 K. Specifically, let ~G = [~gT1 ; ~gT2 ; :::; ~gTK ]T , and F
denotes the pseudo-inverse of ~G, i.e, F = ~Gy( ~G ~Gy) 1. The
precoding vector wk can be then written as
wk =
fk
kfkk ; (32)
k 2 K, where fk is the kth column vector of F. By combining
(10) and (32), the achievable ergodic rate of user k with ZFBF
can be written as
RZk = EH

log2

1 +
Zk
kfkk2

; (33)
where the average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Zk is
given by
Zk =
Pk
N0
kkk2; (34)
according to (9), as there is no intra-cell interference. Let us
define 1=kfkk2 as the effective channel gain of user k, which
can be further written as [38], [39]
1
kfkk2 =
1
[( ~G ~Gy) 1]k;k
Z= ~G ~Gy
=
detZ
detZk
= Zsck ; (35)
where Zk denotes the submatrix of Z by deleting the kth row
and the kth column, and Zsck denotes the Schur complement
of Zk. We can clearly see from (33) that with ZFBF, the rate
performance is closely dependent on the average received SNR
and the effective channel gain, both of which are determined
by the positions of BS antennas and users.
7Note that to perform ZFBF, the number of BS antennas
L should be no smaller than the number of users K. In the
following subsections, a special focus will be put on the case
with L K.
A. Achievable Ergodic Rate RZk
1) CA: With the CA layout, all the BS antennas are co-
located at the center of the cell, i.e., rBl = (0; 0) for any l 2 B.
For user k located at rUk = (k; k), it can be easily obtained
from (11) that the large-scale fading vector k =  k 11L.
The average received SNR ZCk can be then obtained as
ZCk =
PtL
KN0
 k ; (36)
according to (4) and (34). As the normalized large-scale fading
vector k = 1pL11L, we have Z =
~G ~Gy = 1LHH
y 
WK(L; 1LIK), where H = [hT1 ;hT2 ; :::;hTK ]T . According to
Theorem 3. 2. 10 in [40], the effective channel gain 1=kfkk2 =
Zsck  W1(L K+1; 1L ). The achievable ergodic rate of user
k with ZFBF in the CA layout can be then obtained from (33)
and (36) as
RZCk =
Z 1
0
L(Lx)L Ke Lx
(L K)! log2

1+
PtL
 
k
KN0
x

dx: (37)
Note that as L=K grows, the effective channel gain 1=kfkk2
becomes increasingly deterministic, and eventually converges
to L K+1L . We then have
RZCk
LK log2

1 +
Pt(L K + 1)
KN0
 k

K1 log2

1 +
Pt
N0

L
K
  1

 k

Pt=N01 log2

Pt
N0

L
K
  1

 k

: (38)
In contrast to (20), RZCk depends on the access distance k,
which indicates that with ZFBF, users far away from the cell
center suffer from significant degradation of rate performance.
2) DA: With the DA layout, it is difficult to derive the
distribution of the effective channel gain 1=kfkk2. Therefore,
we resort to a lower-bound to study the scaling behavior of
the rate performance. Appendix D shows that with L  K,
the achievable ergodic rate of user k with ZFBF in the DA
layout RZDk is lower-bounded by
RZDk RZD lbk
=exp
n
KN0
Pt

~d
l(1)
k
o
E1
n
KN0
Pt

~d
l(1)
k
o
log2 e; (39)
where ~d
l(1)
k denotes the minimum access distance from user k
to L K + 1 uniformly distributed BS antennas.
We can see from (38) and (39) that both RZCk and R
ZD lb
k
are crucially determined by the minimum access distance of
user k.4 Fig. 5 presents the achievable ergodic rate with ZFBF
of each user in the CA layout RZCk and the lower-bound of
4With the CA layout, the minimum access distance of user k is equal to
its radial coordinate k as all the BS antennas are co-located at the center of
the cell.
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 = 4. L = 100. K = 50.
the achievable ergodic rate with ZFBF of each user in the DA
layout RZD lbk . We can observe from Fig. 5 that although for
given minimum access distance, RZD lbk is always lower than
RZCk , the chance that each user has a small minimum access
distance in the DA layout is much higher than that in the CA
case. We can then expect that on average, a higher rate can
be achieved in the DA layout. In the next section, we will
focus on the average user rate performance and present an
asymptotic analysis as the number of BS antennas L and the
number of users K grow infinitely while L=K !  > 1.
B. Asymptotic Average User Rate ~RZ
1) CA: By combining (13) and (38), the average user rate
with the CA layout can be obtained as
RZC =
Z 1
0
log2

Pt
N0

L
K
  1

x 

 2xdx
= log2

Pt
N0

L
K
  1

+

2
log2 e: (40)
It is clear from (40) that as L;K ! 1 and L=K !  > 1,
the asymptotic average user rate is given by
~RZC= lim
L;K!1
L=K!
RZC= log2

Pt
N0
(   1)

+

2
log2 e: (41)
We can see from (25) and (41) that similar to the MRT case,
with the CA layout, the asymptotic average user rate with
ZFBF is also determined by the ratio  of the number of
BS antennas L to the number of users K. By eliminating the
intra-cell interference through joint precoding among users,
however, a much higher rate can be achieved with ZFBF
especially when Pt=N0 or  is large.
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2) DA: According to (39), a lower-bound of the average
user rate with ZFBF in the DA layout can be written as
RZD lb=EfrUk gk2K;frBl gl2B

RZD lbk

=E
~d
l(1)
k
h
exp
n
KN0
Pt

~d
l(1)
k
o
E1
n
KN0
Pt

~d
l(1)
k
o
log2 e
i
;
(42)
where ~d
l(1)
k is the minimum access distance from user k to
L K+1 uniformly distributed BS antennas. It has been shown
in [18] that with L K+1 BS antennas uniformly distributed
in a disk with radius 1, the minimum access distance ~d
l(1)
k
given user k’s position at (k; k) follows the pdf
f
~d
l(1)
k jk
(xjy) = (L K +1)(1 F (x; y))L Kf(x; y); (43)
where
f(x; y)=
(
2x 0x1 y;
2x
 arccos
x2+y2 1
2yx 1 y<x1+y;
(44)
and
F (x; y)=
8><>:
x2 0x1 y;
x2
 arccos
x2+y2 1
2yx +
1
 arccos
1+y2 x2
2y   2S
1 y<x1+y; (45)
with
S=
q
x+y+1
2
 
x+y+1
2  1
  
x+y+1
2  x
  
x+y+1
2  y

: (46)
Moreover, with users uniformly distributed in a disk with
radius 1, the radial coordinate k follows the pdf fk(y) = 2y.
The lower-bound of the average user rate RZD lb can be then
obtained as
RZD lb=2(L K + 1) log2 e
Z 1
0
y
Z 1+y
0
exp
n
KN0
Pt
x
o
E1
n
KN0
Pt
x
o
(1  F (x; y))L Kf(x; y)dxdy: (47)
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Appendix E further shows that as L;K!1 and L=K!>1,
the asymptotic lower-bound of the average user rate ~RZD lb
is given by
~RZD lb = lim
L;K!1;
L=K!
RZD lb =1: (48)
Recall that it has been shown in (41) that the asymptotic
average user rate with the CA layout logarithmically increases
with the ratio  as L;K ! 1 and L=K !  > 1. Here we
can see that with the DA layout, the average user rate grows
with L unboundedly, which implies substantial rate gains over
the CA layout when the number of BS antennas L is large.
To take a closer look at the scaling behavior of the average
user rate in the DA layout, Fig. 6 plots RZD lb under various
values of the number of BS antennas L and the number of
users K. As we can see from Fig. 6, similar to RZC , RZD lb
also logarithmically increases with the ratio of the number of
BS antennas L to the number of users K. Nevertheless, in
contrast to the CA case where RZC is solely determined by
L=K, RZD lb further depends on the number of BS antennas
L. In fact, (39) has shown that with the DA layout, the
lower-bound RZD lbk is determined by the minimum access
distance ~d
l(1)
k , which decreases in the order of 1=
p
L K + 1
as L increases according to (43). As a result, RZD lb scales
in the order of log2

(L K + 1)2 =K

. As L;K!1 and
L=K!>1, RZD lb grows unboundedly, which is in sharp
contrast to the CA case where the asymptotic average user rate
is a logarithmic function of . As we can observe from Fig. 6,
for given ratio of L to K, a much higher rate can be always
achieved in the DA layout, and the gap between RZD lb and
RZC is greatly enlarged as L increases.
C. Simulation Results
Simulation results in this section are presented to verify the
above average user rate analysis with ZFBF. The simulation
setting is the same as that presented in Section III-C. Fig. 7
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presents the simulation results of the average user rate with
ZFBF in the CA layout and the DA layout. With the CA
layout, the asymptotic average user rate ~RZC as L;K!1 and
L=K!>1 has been derived as a function of  in (41), which,
as we can see from Fig. 7, serves as a good approximation
for the average user rate RZC even when the number of BS
antennas L and the number of users K are small.
With the DA layout, a lower-bound of the average user rate
RZD lb is developed in (47), which is shown to be increasing
with the number of BS antennas L unboundedly as L;K!1
and L=K!>1. As we can see from Fig. 7, in contrast
to the CA case where the average user rate RZC is solely
determined by the ratio of L to K, the average user rate in
the DA layout RZD is, similar to its lower-bound RZD lb,
significantly improved as L grows. With a large L, substantial
rate gains can be achieved in the DA layout.
D. Remarks
For a better understanding of the effect of precoding
schemes on the comparison results, Fig. 8 illustrates the
average user rates of both MRT and ZFBF when the number of
users K is fixed at 50. Recall that users suffer from significant
intra-cell interference if MRT is adopted. By spreading out the
BS antennas, both the desired signal power and the intra-cell
interference are enhanced, and thus only marginal gains over
the CA layout can be observed. With ZFBF, in contrast, the
intra-cell interference is eliminated by joint precoding over
users. Substantial rate gains can be then achieved from the
reduction of the minimum access distance as shown in Fig. 5.
We can then conclude that although a higher average user rate
is always achieved by the DA layout in both MRT and ZFBF
cases, the gains are much more prominent if an orthogonal
precoding scheme is adopted.
Note that the rate gains are closely dependent on the path-
loss factor  as well. Fig. 9 illustrates the normalized rate gain
of the DA layout over the CA layout, i.e, ( RD   RC)= RC ,
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( RD   RC)= RC , versus the number of BS antennas L. Pt=N0 = 20dB.
 = 4; 5. K = 50.
under different values of the path-loss factor . We can see
from Fig. 9 that the normalized rate gain increases with
the path-loss factor . As we have shown in Section III-C
and Section IV-C, the average user rate with the CA layout
scales with the number of BS antennas L in the order of
log2(L=K), yet with the DA layout, the scaling orders be-
come 2 log2(L=K) with MRT and log2
 
(L K + 1)2 =K
with ZFBF, respectively. The rate gains thus become more
significant as the path-loss factor  increases in both MRT and
ZFBF cases, as Fig. 9 illustrates, which suggests that the DA
layout is especially attractive in the high path-loss environment
such as the metropolitan area.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a comparative study of the asymptotic
rate performance of downlink multi-user systems with two BS
antenna layouts, i.e., the CA layout and the DA layout. By
assuming that the number of BS antennas L and the number of
usersK grow infinitely while L=K!, simple explicit expres-
sions of the asymptotic average user rate with the CA layout
under two representative linear precoding schemes, MRT and
ZFBF, are derived and shown to be good approximations for
the finite case. For the DA layout, bounds are developed to
study the scaling behavior of the rate performance.
The analysis shows that with the CA layout, the asymptotic
average user rates for both MRT and ZFBF are logarithmic
functions of the ratio . With the DA layout, in contrast,
the scaling behavior of the average user rate closely depends
on the precoding schemes. With MRT, an asymptotic upper-
bound of the average user rate with the DA layout is obtained,
which also logarithmically increases with , but at a higher
growth rate than that in the CA case. With ZFBF, a lower-
bound is developed and found to be increasing unboundedly
as L;K!1 and L=K!>1, implying that the average user
rate with the DA layout is much higher than that with the CA
layout when the number of BS antennas is large. Simulation
10
results corroborate that the bounds well indicate how the
average user rate scales with the number of BS antennas
L. For large L, the DA layout has better rate performance
in both MRT and ZFBF cases, and more substantial rate
gains over the CA layout are achieved when the orthogonal
precoding scheme, ZFBF, is adopted. The analysis provides
direct guidance to the cellular system design, and serves as
a benchmark for the rate analysis with more sophisticated
precoding schemes in the future.
Note that in this paper, the total transmission power is as-
sumed to be fixed for the sake of comparison between the CA
layout and the DA layout. For the DA layout, however, each
distributed BS antenna may have its own power constraint. It
is therefore important to further characterize the downlink rate
performance with a large number of distributed BS antennas
under the per-antenna power constraint. Moreover, the linear
precoding schemes considered in this paper, MRT and ZFBF,
both require joint transmission among all the BS antennas,5
which may not be necessary for the DA layout. In this case,
each user is close to a very limited number of BS antennas
and thus only a small subset of BS antennas may need to
be considered for each user’s transmission. How to design
efficient transmission schemes for the distributed antenna
systems is an interesting topic, which deserves much attention
in the future study.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (21)
The average received SINR MDk is determined by aj;l
according to (18). It can be easily obtained from (16) that
aj;l=Ehj
 j~gj;lj2
k~gjk2

= Ehj
"
2j;ljhj;lj2
2j;ljhj;lj2 +
P
m2B;m6=l j~gj;mj2
#
=Ex;y
"
2j;ly
2j;ly + x
#
; (49)
where x =
P
m2B;m6=l j~gj;mj2 is a hypoexponential random
variable with the probability density function (pdf) [37]
f(x)=
X
m2B;m 6=l
 2j;m exp
  2j;mx	 Y
t2B;t 6=m;t6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t   2j;m
; (50)
and y = jhj;lj2 is an exponential random variable with the pdf
f(y) = expf yg; (51)
which is independent of x. By combining (49-51), we have
(52), which is shown at the top of the next page. (21) can be
then obtained by substituting (52) into (18).
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (25)
Note that the average user rate with MRT given in (24) can
be written as
RMC = EX

log2

1 +
1
K   1X

; (53)
5Note that message passing algorithms were recently proposed in [41] to
implement ZFBF in a distributed manner.
where X   (L; 1) is a Gamma distributed random variable
with the pdf fX(x) = x
L 1e x
(L 1)! . Let Z =
1
LX . (53) can be
rewritten as
RMC = EZ

log2

1 +
L
K   1Z

: (54)
As L;K !1, and L=K ! , we have Z ! 1 and L=(K  
1)! . (25) can be then obtained from (54).
APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF (31)
Let us first focus on the asymptotic behavior of the SINR
upper-bound MD ubk . According to (29), 
MD ub
k is a func-
tion of 1) mk, the number of interfering users whose closest
antenna is the same as user k’s, and 2) Y = d
j(1)
k =d
l(1)
k , where
d
l(1)
k and d
j(1)
k denote the minimum access distances from user
k to L BS antennas and the other K   1 users, respectively.
With L BS antennas uniformly distributed in a disk with radius
1, it has been shown in [18] that the minimum access distance
d
l(1)
k from user k to L BS antennas given user k’s position at
(k; k) follows the pdf
f
d
l(1)
k jk
(xjy) = L (1  F (x; y))L 1 f(x; y); (55)
where f(x; y) and F (x; y) are given in (44) and (45), respec-
tively. Similarly, with K   1 users uniformly distributed in a
disk with radius 1, the conditional pdf of the minimum access
distance d
j(1)
k from user k toK 1 users given user k’s position
at (k; k) can be written as
f
d
j(1)
k jk
(xjy) = (K   1) (1  F (x; y))K 2 f(x; y): (56)
By combining (55) and (56), the conditional pdf of Y =
d
j(1)
k =d
l(1)
k given user k’s position at (k; k) can be obtained
as
fY jk (yjt) =
Z 1+t
0
f
d
j(1)
k jk
(xyjt)  f
d
l(1)
k jk
(xjt)  xdx
for large L; K
Z 1 t
0
(K 1) exp  (K 2)x2y2	
 2xy  L exp  (L  1)x2	  2x  xdx
=
2yL (K 1)
(L 1+ (K 2) y2)2

1  1+ L 1+(K 2) y2
(1 t)2exp  L 1+ (K 2) y2(1 t)2	 : (57)
As L;K!1 and L=K!,  1+  L 1+ (K 2) y2 (1 t)2
exp
   L 1+ (K 2) y2 (1 t)2	!0. Then we have
fY (y)! 2y
( + y2)
2 : (58)
On the other hand, with L uniformly distributed BS antennas,
mk follows the binomial distribution with parameters K   1
and 1=L. As L;K ! 1 and L=K ! , it converges to the
Poisson distribution with parameter 1=:
Pr fmk = ng = 
 ne 
1

n!
; (59)
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aj;l =
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
2j;ly
2j;ly + x
0@ X
m2B;m 6=l
 2j;m exp
  2j;mx	 Y
t2B;t6=m;t6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t    2j;m
1A dx  expf ygdy
u=2j;ly+x
=
X
m2B;m 6=l
 2j;m
 Z 1
0
2j;ly exp

2j;l
 2
j;my
	Z 1
2j;ly
u 1expf  2j;mugdu  expf ygdy
! Y
t2B;t 6=m;t 6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t    2j;m
z=(2j;ly)
 1u
=
X
m2B;m 6=l
2j;l
 2
j;m
Z 1
0
y exp

2j;l
 2
j;my
	Z 1
1
z 1 exp
 2j;l 2j;myz	 dz  expf ygdy Y
t2B;t6=m;t6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t    2j;m
=
X
m2B;m 6=l
2j;l
 2
j;m
Z 1
1
z 1
Z 1
0
y exp

2j;l
 2
j;m(1  z)  1

y
	
dydz
 Y
t2B;t 6=m;t6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t    2j;m
=
X
m2B;m 6=l
 2j;l 
 2
j;m(log 
 2
j;l   log  2j;m   1) +  4j;m
( 2j;l    2j;m)2
Y
t2B;t 6=m;t 6=l
 2j;t
 2j;t    2j;m
: (52)
n = 0; 1; 2; :::. By combining (26) and (29), we have
RMDk RMD ubk =

expfmkgE1fmkg log2 e if mk 6= 0;
expfY  gE1fY  g log2 e otherwise:
(60)
As L;K !1 and L=K ! , RMD ub converges to
RMD ub!
 1X
n=1
exp fngE1 fng 
 ne 
1

n!
+
Z 1
0
exp

y   1


E1

y 
	 2y
( + y2)2
dy

log2 e; (61)
according to (30) and (58-60). (31) can be then obtained from
(61).
APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF (39)
It is shown in (33) that the achievable ergodic rate of user
k with ZFBF is determined by the effective channel gain
1=kfkk2. With a large number of BS antennas L, each user j
is close to some BS antenna lj . With L K, the probability
that two interfering users j1 and j2 are close to the same BS
antenna is very low, i.e., Pr

lj1 = l

j2
jj1 6=j2
	  0. As a result,
we have ~gj1~g
y
j2
= 0 for j1 6= j2. The effective channel gain
can be then obtained from (35) as
1
kfkk2
LK k~gkk2  
X
j 6=k;j2K
~gk~g
y
j 
1
k~gjk2  ~gj~g
y
k
= k~gkk2  
X
j 6=k;j2K
j~gk;lj j2 =
X
l2 ~Bk
j~gk;lj2; (62)
where ~Bk = B 

lj
	
j2K;j 6=k. By combining (33-34) and (62),
the achievable ergodic rate of user k with ZFBF in the DA
layout RZDk can be obtained as
RZDk =Ehk
24log2
0@1 + Pk
N0
X
l2 ~Bk
jgk;lj2
1A35
=Ehk
24log2
0@1+ Pt
KN0
X
l2 ~Bk
(dk;l)
  jhk;lj2
1A35 ; (63)
where dk;l denotes the access distance from user k to BS
antenna l 2 ~Bk. Since both L BS antennas and K users are
uniformly distributed within a circular cell, ~Bk is composed
of L K + 1 uniformly distributed BS antennas. Let ~dl(1)k =
minl2 ~Bk dk;l and
~lk = argminl2 ~Bkdk;l, we haveX
l2 ~Bk
(dk;l)
  jhk;lj2 

~d
l(1)
k
 
jhk;~lk j
2: (64)
(39) can be then obtained by combining (63-64).
APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF (48)
According to (42), we have
RZD lbexp

KN0
Pt
E
~d
l(1)
k
h
~d
l(1)
k
i
E1

KN0
Pt
E
~d
l(1)
k
h
~d
l(1)
k
i
log2 e;
(65)
as f(x) = expfxgE1fxg is a convex function. The expecta-
tion of

~d
l(1)
k

can be written as
E
~d
l(1)
k
h
~d
l(1)
k
i
=Ek

E
~d
l(1)
k jk
h
~d
l(1)
k

jk
i
: (66)
According to (43), we have
KE
~d
l(1)
k jk
h
~d
l(1)
k

jk
i
=K
Z 1+t
0
x  f
~d
l(1)
k jk
(xjt)dx
LK K
Z 1 t
0
x(L K+1) exp (L K)x2	2xdx
=
K(L K+1)
(L K)1+2
 
 
 
1+2 ; 0
   1+2 ; (L K)(1 t)2 ;
(67)
where  (s; x)=
R1
x
ts 1e tdt. As L;K!1 and L=K!>1,
 (1 + 2 ; (L   K)(1   t)2)!0 and K(L   K + 1)=(L  
K)1+

2!0 with the path-loss factor  > 2. Then we have
KE
~d
l(1)
k jk
h
~d
l(1)
k

jk
i
! 0: (68)
Finally, (48) can be obtained by combining (65-66) and (68).
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